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The productivity of a plantation, among 
others, is defined at the time of the 
planting. That’s why John Deere offers to 
producers several solutions in mechanized 
systems. With the Series 1100 Planters 
you will have the proper equipment to 
meet your working conditions, which will 
lead to a high quality planting operation.

These are equipment that operate in all 
soil type and conditions, mainly irregular 
soils and terraces. In addition, they 
provide excellent performance in direct 
planting with high volume of straw.

Vacuum Series 1100 Planter - 9 to 13 planting rows
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Series 1100 Planters Main Specifications
• Higher precision in planting seeds, faster operation  
speed and easier replacement of crops.

• Easy to adjust and repair, thus providing the planter 
 a better performance.

• Strength and durability to work in the most severe  
soil planting conditions.

• These planters require lower power demand from 
the tractor during the traction operation.

• High efficient and easy-to-use technology. 
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The exclusive hitch makes the coupling easier 
for all tractors in the market and improves the 
transport and storage of the equipment.

Convenience and fast leveling and coupling of 
the machine in the tractor using the 3rd point.

Row markers  avoid overlapping rows, 
improving the plantation productivity.  
Automatic sequential drive.

Lifting system with master-slave hydraulic 
cylinder, which provides the planter better 
efficiency, speed and stability.

The planter 50% shutoff feature prevents loss 
of seeds and fertilizer when finishing planting 
operations.

Simplicity, precision and reliability when setting 
different combinations of seed-fertilizer rates 
for the operation.

Chassis
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ProMeter™ Fertilizer meter ensuring 
higher precision when metering the 
fertilizer, reducing costs and increasing 
the plantation productivity.

Fertilizer system

Shank type fertilizer opener 
Excellent performance in direct planting, using 
18” cutting disc and rod-type fertilizer opener, 
which are indicated for clayish soils with high 
compaction. Minimum soil disturbance and 
proper application of the fertilizer, demanding 
much less power from the tractor.

Double disks fertilizer opener 
Used in the direct planting, for plantation 
in light and medium soils, with excellent 
performance, even in wet soils with huge 
amount of straw. Allows planting in higher 
speeds with lower power demand.

High-quality and reliable fertilization of system that uses polyethylene hoppers and unique feeding system. 
Prolonged useful life and lower system maintenance cost.

The operating deck provides 
safety during the application 
of fertilizer and fast set-ups.
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Double eliminator

Homogeneous crop stand, 
without double seeds or failures.

CoV decreased (coeffi cient 
of variation).

Vacuum Planter 1100 Application of seeds
VacuMeter™ Seed meter

Higher precision when 
feeding seeds.

Faster planting speed.

Capacity of planting seeds 
with irregular shape.

Homogeneous crop stand.

Pro-Shaft™ Transmission

Innovative system that replaces 
the chain transmission. 

Fully eliminates the daily 
maintenance and the need 
for lubrication.

Acrylic display

Allows to view the seed disc 
clearly, making easier the 
adjustment of the double 
eliminator.

Curved seed tube

Due to planting high speeds 
and aiming at increasing the 
equipment productivity, it is 
necessary that the seed, when 
going through the tube, travels 
softly until is deposited in the 
spacing desired.
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Mechanical Planter - Series 1100
Pantographic row 
units Series 1100

Total control of the seed 
planting depth.

Provides a high-quality 
planting, even in irregular soil 
conditions.

Row unit pressure

Keeps the angle of attack of the row 
unit assembly, which ensures the 
uniformity when planting seeds.

Chain transmission
 
In mechanical planters, the transmission 
for the meter is done by chains.

VedaSystem™

All John Deere Planters are 
fi tted with exclusive bearing, 
which extends the useful 
life in comparison with the 
conventional bearings.

Low maintenance cost 50-hour 
lubrication interval.

Mechanical seed meter

In comparison with the vacuum seed meter, 
the mechanical meter provides excellent 
planting of seeds at lower speeds.

The metering system allows the planting of 
seeds with irregular shapes by just replacing 
the metering discs.

Walking System™ 
Depth gauge wheels 

Better controlling of the seed 
planting depth in the soil. 

Stand-alone movement to 
better adapt to soil elevations.

Straight seed tube

The seed tube is standard in the John Deere 
mechanical planters. 

This device provides the precise planting of 
seeds inside the spacing desired. 

TRU-VEE Seed 
furrow opener

Perfectly performs 
V-shaped furrows.

Excellent soil/seed contact.

Seed closing wheels

Close the furrow laterally 
without compaction and 
removes the air bubbles, thus 
ensuring the germination 
of all seeds.
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Series 1100
John Deere Planters

CQM 13302

* The value in US gallons is approximate and the value in pound is variable and achieved by calculating the capacity in gallons x product 
specific density  (fertilizer/seed), based on: fertilizer density = 9,62 and seed density = 6,36.
** The power requirements vary depending on the type of soil, humidity, furrow opener and working depth.

Planting monitoring
John Deere-exclusive  Auteq MPA2500 Planting 
Monitoring Device is a full-sealed, robust  and 
reliable equipment. 

Avoid failures when planting seeds, deviations in  
the population and excessive speed.

Increases the productivity of machines by allowing 
night operations.

Easily monitors the area and time effectively worked.

Models 1107 1109 1111 1113

No. of pantographic planting rows and spacing possible

Factory settings
5 rows x 70 cm 8 rows x 50 cm 10 rows x 45-50 cm 12 rows x 45-50 cm

7 rows x 45 cm 9 rows x 45 cm 11 rows x 40-45 cm 13 rows x 40-45 cm

Empty weight - maximum capacity

3.415 Ibs 4.210 Ibs 4.940 Ibs 5.625 Ibs

Chassis - dragging

Rigid Rigid Rigid Rigid

No. of tires 7.00 - 16 10PR

2 4 4 4

Row markers

Optional Optional Optional Optional

50% shutoff optional

No Standard Standard Standard

Fertilizer capacity*

224 gal - 2,116 lbs 280 gal - 2,645 lbs 336 gal - 3,174 lbs 392 gal - 3,703 lbs

Seed capacity*

Individual hopper - vacuum - 17 gal - 110 lbs 17 gal - 110 lbs 17 gal - 110 lbs

Individual hopper - mechanical 17 gal - 110 lbs 17 gal - 110 lbs 17 gal - 110 lbs 17 gal - 110 lbs

Power required**

78 - 110 hp (58-82 kW) 100 - 130 hp (74-96 kW) 110 - 145 hp (82-108 kW) 125 - 180 hp (93-134 kW)

Dimensions

Transport width 161” 188” 224” 263”

Transport length 141” 141” 141” 141”

The technical specifications are subject to changes without prior notice. 
Printed in June/2013.
The products in the photos are for illustrative purposes, and may be 
equipped with optional equipment.

Horizontina Plant - RS 
Av. Eng. Jorge Logemann, 600 - Horizontina - RS - CEP: 98920-000
Phone number: (55) 3537.5000
JohnDeere.com.br
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